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For forty years I carefully read the New York Times in hard copy each and every morning, eager to
discover what had transpired since the previous day. But just in the last few months, my commitment
has begun to flag, and my eyes often only lightly glance at half or more of the articles and their
columnar headlines.

I’d never thought much of Donald Trump, but can’t seem to work up the enthusiasm to read yet another
article headlining the “lies” of our Great Satan or his coterie of lesser Satans. The endless villainies of
his Luciferian ally Vladimir Putin have grown dull to my mental tongue. The diabolical wickedness of
China, whom Trump had supposedly so recently courted, elicits little interest. Closer to home, my eyes
skip over another “social distancing” advice column about Covid-19, or further explanations of how
“peaceful protesters” had recently set a government building on fire in Portland, Oregon, or destroyed
Chicago’s wealthiest downtown shopping district.

The Business Section reports that the worst disease outbreak in a century, the worst unemployment since
the Great Depression, and the worst national rioting in two generations has produced unprecedented
gains in share prices on Wall Street, but the staff writers have apparently forgotten the word “bubble.”
Many days the Arts Section seems to have become almost monochromatically black. So my daily
regular morning ritual now takes much less time than it did in the past.

I can’t exactly plot the trajectory of this sharp drop in my recent interest. But I certainly noticed the
change not longer after a Twitter-mob forced the Times to summarily purge for insufficient
“wokeness” its highly-regarded Editorial Page Editor, widely considered a leading contender to run the
paper, perhaps suggesting that the journalists changed their coverage and writing style to avoid a similar
fate. I had always read my morning newspapers at a local coffee-shop, but the Coronavirus outbreak
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ended that possibility, thereby disrupting my routine. And my years of denouncing the dishonesty of
“Our American Pravda” in my own articles may have finally begun to register in my own mind.

There are occasional exceptions to this pattern. Earlier this month the Times carefully tabulated our
national mortality figures and determined that our “excess deaths” from early March to the end of
July had already exceeded 200,000, indicating that the American body-count from our Covid-19
epidemic was considerably larger than generally assumed, and might even reach the half million mark
by the end of the year. But examples of such solid reporting seem few and far between these days.

The obvious decline of the Times is especially apparent to me each morning when I compare it with the
rival Wall Street Journal, which I read immediately afterward. After Rupert Murdoch acquired the
Journal in 2007, most observers predicted a sad fate at the hands of the proprietor whose early Fleet
Street media empire had been built upon on the frontal nudity of the Page Three Girls of his tabloid
Sun. But Murdoch totally confounded those skeptics, providing his new flagship broadsheet with huge
financial backing and a hands-off editorial policy, thereby elevating it from a business-focused
publication to a near-peer rival to the Gray Lady at a time when so many other papers were about to
begin shriveling from massive loss of advertising. Within a couple of years, even such inveterate
Murdoch-haters as The Nation acknowledged this surprising reality.

 

Superb journalist resources unshackled by extreme “political correctness” allow an outstanding product,
and this has certainly been demonstrated by the Journal‘s regular front-page investigative reports. A few
days ago, our continuing Covid-19 disaster prompted yet another of these, which I think lacked only a
few crucial elements to be worthy of a Pulitzer Prize.

Numerous publications have documented America’s severe mistakes in combating the disease, but this
4,500 word WSJ report focused upon the serious mishandling of the original outbreak by Chinese
authorities.

The article revealed that top public health officials at China’s Center for Disease Control only became
aware of the situation on December 30th, when they learned that at least 25 suspected cases of a
mysterious illness had already occurred in Wuhan during that month. But as the writers noted, the
outbreak had certainly begun somewhat earlier:

Even a fully empowered China CDC would likely have missed the very first cases of the
coronavirus, which probably began spreading around Wuhan in October or November, most
likely in people who never showed symptoms, or did but never saw a doctor, researchers
say.

All of this new information seems quite consistent with what had previously been discovered by
America’s leading media outlets. But the Journal writers seem to have missed one additional fact that
could have elevated this important story from a mundane investigation to a sensational expose. Although
they documented that the Chinese government only learned of the Wuhan outbreak at the end of
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December, they seemed unaware that more than a month earlier American intelligence officials had
distributed a secret report to our military allies describing the “cataclysmic” disease outbreak then
underway in Wuhan.

A few months ago, I had noted the clear implications of this bizarre discrepancy in timing:

For obvious reasons, the Trump Administration has become very eager to emphasize the
early missteps and delays in the Chinese reaction to the viral outbreak in Wuhan, and has
presumably encouraged our media outlets to direct their focus in that direction.

As an example of this, the Associated Press Investigative Unit recently published a rather
detailed analysis of those early events purportedly based upon confidential Chinese
documents. Provocatively entitled “China Didn’t Warn Public of Likely Pandemic for 6
Key Days”, the piece was widely distributed, running in abridged form in the NYT and
elsewhere. According to this reconstruction, the Chinese government first became aware of
the seriousness of this public health crisis on Jan. 14th, but delayed taking any major action
until Jan. 20th, a period of time during which the number of infections greatly multiplied.

Last month, a team of five WSJ reporters produced a very detailed and thorough 4,400
word analysis of the same period, and the NYT has published a helpful timeline of those
early events as well. Although there may be some differences of emphasis or minor
disagreements, all these American media sources agree that Chinese officials first became
aware of the serious viral outbreak in Wuhan in early to mid-January, with the first known
death occurring on Jan. 11th, and finally implemented major new public health measures
later that same month. No one has apparently disputed these basic facts.

But with the horrific consequences of our own later governmental inaction being obvious,
elements within our intelligence agencies have sought to demonstrate that they were not the
ones asleep at the switch. Earlier this month, an ABC News story cited four separate
government sources to reveal that as far back as late November, a special medical
intelligence unit within our Defense Intelligence Agency had produced a report warning
that an out-of-control disease epidemic was occurring in the Wuhan area of China, and
widely distributed that document throughout the top ranks of our government, warning that
steps should be taken to protect US forces based in Asia. After the story aired, a Pentagon
spokesman officially denied the existence of that November report, while various other top
level government and intelligence officials refused to comment. But a few days later,
Israeli television mentioned that in November American intelligence had indeed shared
such a report on the Wuhan disease outbreak with its NATO and Israeli allies, thus seeming
to independently confirm the complete accuracy of the original ABC News story and its
several government sources.

It therefore appears that elements of the Defense Intelligence Agency were aware of the
deadly viral outbreak in Wuhan more than a month before any officials in the Chinese
government itself. Unless our intelligence agencies have pioneered the technology of
precognition, I think this may have happened for the same reason that arsonists have the
earliest knowledge of future fires.
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An entirely new disease that spreads in silent, asymptomatic fashion can easily escape initial detection,
and we should not be surprised that no one in China noticed the Wuhan outbreak when it first began in
October or November. But America’s intelligence operatives were entirely aware of what was happening
from the very beginning, and began informing all our allies. This seems about as close to a “smoking
gun” as we can ever likely to encounter in the annals of the murky world of intelligence operations.

Moreover, I have also noted the very unusual international pattern the deadly disease immediately
began to follow:

As the coronavirus gradually began to spread beyond China’s own borders, another
development occurred that greatly multiplied my suspicions. Most of these early cases had
occurred exactly where one might expect, among the East Asian countries bordering China.
But by late February Iran had become the second epicenter of the global outbreak. Even
more surprisingly, its political elites had been especially hard-hit, with a full 10% of the
entire Iranian parliament soon infected and at least a dozen of its officials and
politicians dying of the disease, including some who were quite senior. Indeed, Neocon
activists on Twitter began gleefully noting that their hatred Iranian enemies were now
dropping like flies.

Let us consider the implications of these facts. Across the entire world the only political
elites that have yet suffered any significant human losses have been those of Iran, and they
died at a very early stage, before significant outbreaks had even occurred almost anywhere
else in the world outside China. Thus, we have America assassinating Iran’s top military
commander on Jan. 2nd and then just a few weeks later large portions of the Iranian ruling
elites became infected by a mysterious and deadly new virus, with many of them soon
dying as a consequence. Could any rational individual possibly regard this as a mere
coincidence?

So if the journalists at the WSJ had merely taken note of what had previously been reported by ABC
News and confirmed by Israeli television, they would surely have earned themselves a Pulitzer Prize.
But earning and receiving are two separate matters, and they might easily have instead been purged for
treading upon such touchy national security matters. After all, our own webzine was banned by both
Facebook and Google just days after we raised these same matters.

Such retaliation helps explain why our American mainstream media has long since concluded that
discretion is the better part of valor.
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